
HONEY COMPANY BUSINESS PLAN

PDF | Honey as a natural product, is very important in human nutrition This is a retail business (plans to develop a
wholesale element) that purposes to . The company name, email address, telephone number and other.

How much supply is there versus demand? During different cropping seasons, honeybee farming can be
adopted as a side business to produce honey on commercial level. How To Maximise Use this in marketing, to
talk about a caring family business with generations of expertise. Obtain a designed label with all necessary
information, i. Supply hives with wild swarms of bees. Honey has been used both as a food product and
medicine in Pakistan. A jar of honey consists of three items: pure honey, a jar, and a label. The sales
projections are based on information gathered on the field and some workable assumptions as well with
respect to the nature of commercial bee farms and honey production business that we run. The advantage of
the rose hive is you can remove all the honey at one time, instead of going to frame by frame for collecting
honey. Marketing Strategies 1. Be the liaison for all outside resources pertaining to the educational program
and development. The truth is that it is one of the means of avoiding; running into loss. You can start a blog or
website relatively cheaply, and you may be able to generate some free PR with your local newspaper.
Purchase bulk jars from the supplier and await delivery. Rare Discount Offer: It depends on the time and
amount a consumer wanted to buy. No additional funding or material is needed for this service, only time and
commitment by co-operative members. Additionally, our co-operative plans to shift away from buying
wholesale honey from a supplier and generating honey from our own hives. If the phone requires airtime
purchases, the secretary must record all air- time usage. Hamilton Miller and his immediate family members.
How much will it all cost, and how much do you need to sell to create a viable beekeeping business?
ImteiassUddinas HR Advisor. Honey has been regarded a food with high nutritional value and enigmatic
healing and preserving powers. Financial challenges can hit any business. Fronted bakkie rental costs will be
covered by the profit generated in the General Reserve Fund by honey sales and returned by the profit of the
feral relocation service once completed. Page 25 of 27 Trading Hours The office hours will take place from
Monday through Friday from 9am until 5pm. The five individuals of our co-operative are all capable of
dealing with bees, whether conducting a routine check up on a hive, collecting the honey or removing and
capturing wild swarms. Obtain quotes from suppliers on jars of different sizes and materials. Where will the
customers need to go to buy the products? Processing and packaging will be performed in the production
facility while Quality Testing will be outsourced to third party. Page 11 of 27 Facilities In order to conduct a
successful honey production and beekeeping operation, certain facilities are necessary. Quality Control To
ensure quality, precise bee farming will be required of all co-operative members. Honey was chosen as the
main product to sell since it directly relates to the beekeeping activities and knowledge the co-operative
wishes to sustain and share.


